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Ladies and gentlemen, 

Let me thank the organisers for this initiative and for the invitation to share a few remarks about 
some selected issues of human rights in Asia.  

It goes without saying that we are all tremendously fortunate to live in Canada with a system of 
government that values and upholds fundamental human rights and freedoms. It is a privilege 
we must cherish in the knowledge that so many others throughout the world do not enjoy the 
same basic freedoms or opportunities.  Unfortunately, elsewhere in the world constraints on or 
plain denial of human rights are widespread, including across Asia – by far the largest continent 
and home to 4.5 billion human beings or almost 60% of the world’s population.  There, in many 
countries, human rights are frequently violated or, in some cases, hardly recognised.  Human 
rights advocates and defenders are increasingly targeted – intentionally silenced from calling out 
violations or calling for human rights and the rule of law to be upheld. 

In the very few minutes I have, I will focus on just some deeply troubling examples. I will also 
note some positive signs and what Canada might do to help. 

In present-day China, we are witnessing some critical challenges to human rights. On the one 
hand, in Hong Kong the calls for freedom manifest in this year’s renewed Umbrella Movement 
appear robust and in recent elections prove that they reflect broad popular demands for liberty 
and genuine democratic governance which is threatened by authoritarian measures. The failure 
of the Chinese authorities to accommodate the legitimate demands of the people, so far 
overwhelmingly peacefully expressed in the face of clearly superior force, raises basic questions 
about China’s commitments to human rights within the UN Charter framework and under the 
treaties to which it is bound. This is linked to crucial shortcomings in the independence and 
impartiality of the judiciary. The fears of the people of Hong Kong can hardly be dismissed while 
China conducts by all accounts a totalitarian oppression of the Uighur population.  As Canadians 
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observed with shock the abusive arrests and detentions of Canadian citizens, without minimum 
respect of due process or universal humanitarian principles, we can only imagine the utter 
helplessness of Chinese nationals subject to unrestrained power operating out of sight.  We may 
reasonably fear the worst.  And we may ask ourselves what kind of relationship we, Canada, may 
wish to have with such a political regime – what level of trust or confidence we can or should 
hold in China. 

In Sri Lanka, the recent Presidential elections brought back to power the Rajapaksa brothers, this 
time led by Lieutenant Colonel Gotabaya Rajapaksa, brother of former President Mahinda 
Rajapaksa (who is barred from a further Presidential term).  The world remembers that Gotabaya 
served as Secretary to the Ministry of Defence from 2005 to 2015 during which he led the Sri 
Lankan Armed Forces to the military defeat of the Tamil Tigers including the Mullivaikkal 
massacre of tens of thousands of civilians in May 2009.  President elect Gotabaya Rajapaksa leads 
the Sri Lanka People’s Front party which has a nationalist, socialist platform rooted in Sinhalese 
nationalism and populism.  Elected by a vote of over 52%, the election indicates a return to power 
of autocratic politics in a deeply divided nation with substantial Tamil and also Muslim minorities.  
In recent years, the polarised politics has been fed by extremist Sinhala Buddhist nationalists who 
have also exported their ideology, notably to Buddhist nationalists in Myanmar where a similar 
virulent exclusionary national chauvinism has been fomented amidst ongoing civil wars and a 
faltering peace process. Not surprisingly, extremist violence has reared its ugly head in both 
countries – this past April in attacks on Catholic Churches in Sri Lanka and of course in 
Islamaphobic attacks in Myanmar.  

These developments (accompanied by similar tendencies in other countries of the region) are 
deeply worrying as they indicate not only a crisis of human rights but portend potentially wider 
and escalating inter-ethnic and inter-religious conflict across the Indo-Pacific region. 

Of course, I cannot fail to mention the start today in The Hague of the initial oral hearings at the 
International Court of Justice in the case of The Gambia versus Myanmar on violations of the 
Genocide Convention against the Rohingya minority.  This is attracting considerable attention – 
perhaps because it is such a rare instance of any action and a potentially impactful process aimed 
at stopping and partly repairing one of the most egregious situations in the region and world 
today.  On Human Rights Day, it is the height of irony that a Nobel Peace Laureate and once 
revered human rights icon, Aung San Suu Kyi, is now defending what is still significantly, but not 
only, a military regime for what are manifest, long-existing and ongoing gross and systematic 
violations of human rights including a range of international crimes and, specifically, breaches of 
the Genocide Convention.  This lays bare the idea that the Lady is leading a genuine process of 
democratisation since majoritarian rule absent respect for human rights and commissioning or 
tolerating and decidedly excusing international crimes is the very thing human rights aim to 
protect against – to protect the vulnerable, in the first place, from abuse of power notably 
majoritarianism.  The charade of such purported democratisation – and of the putative peace 
process – must be called out and set right.  Canada could lead in this and there have been 
glimpses that we intended to do so.  But we cannot lead by cheering from the side-lines, as we 
watch others – like Gambia – walk the talk.  Now 15 months since our Parliament unanimously 
recognised the Rohingya genocide – then an important leading step, Canada has yet to take any 
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consequential action as follows from the Genocide Convention to which we are a State Party.  
Coming very late to the process, recent declarations appear less than fully sincere and fail to 
inspire.  Like Gambia, Canada must walk the talk … as Canada is so much better equipped to do.  
At a minimum, we must follow in concrete actions at the Court, beyond cheering in the chorus.  

I do not wish to end my remarks observing only discouraging situations.  There are, of course, 
encouraging signs.  The youthful and articulate leadership standing up for human rights in Hong 
Kong is inspiring and proof positive of the universal mobilising power of the idea of human rights.  
There are also opportunities for change noticeable in some quarters.  The coming to power last 
year of a new coalition government in Malaysia – following three generations of the former ruling 
regime – heralded a platform of broad reforms and political modernisation including express 
declarations to respect international standards of human rights, adhere to a number of core 
treaties, and relax or abandon domestic instruments of repression.  While the road has not been 
easily traveled and appears uncertain, there is a more active civil society and ongoing serious 
discussions about needed change.  At inter-governmental level, Malaysia has distinguished itself 
by speaking out in multilateral fora (notably at the OIC and within ASEAN – which has established 
a high-level Women’s Peace Registry) and could help re-orientate these organisations towards 
more human rights respecting futures. 

Canada should support such progressive impulses and tendencies, notably by means of support 
for CSOs and national institutions for human rights which meet the Paris Principles criteria.  I note 
the possibilities for Canada’s Ambassador on Women, Peace and Security to play a role in the 
region, along with the newly appointed Special Envoy on Indo-Pacific Affairs.  And if we’d really 
like to make a mark, Canada might demonstrate our commitment by appointing a dedicated 
Ambassador for Human Rights.  We have an interest in upholding and advancing human rights 
and we need to invest in it.  

Ladies and gentlemen, if we do not care about these matters – about these societies, about these 
people, then we, too, risk being subject to the dark side of the human condition and the loss of 
human potential and civilizational development for them and for ourselves.  As Canadians, we 
must this day remember the lessons of history and re-commit to the basic idea of human dignity 
for everyone everywhere.   

Thank you. 


